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Highlights
• The trend is towards
automated unsupervised
learning in security solutions.
• Unknown threats require
more sophisticated
unsupervised learning in
computer systems, supported
by more sophisticated
analytical and decision skills in
human beings.
• Governments should change
their mind-set from reactive
to proactive prevention.
• All sectors must work and
research closely together in
the unsupervised learning
area of AI in security to be
one step ahead of both lone
and state-sponsored hackers.
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Getting on the
AI Security Train
Moving security into proactive,
unsupervised learning
In the digital computer age1, significant advances in society, have been achieved
by major advances in hardware2. These have facilitated major advances in the use
of software. This still required people to grab the opportunities. One important
aspect of grabbing an opportunity is to recognize technological trends3.
A major technological trend for 2019 is Artificial Intelligence (AI), including AI in
Security. One major problem for every government is to keep its country and the
(IT) people that it employs at the top of this trend. This kind of problem creates
opportunities, but we must understand first what actually AI Security is.

AI in security

Imagine a young child walking and seeing a friendly dog for the very first time.
Its first urge is to run towards it with hands outstretched and cuddle the dog. An
accompanying adult will quickly use their experience to decide if the dog is friendly
and they will continually monitor the situation. This is supervised learning for the
child. If you are walking near the jungle for the first time in your life and you see not
one but a group of dogs and they are looking at you. They look mean and they are
growling. Would you walk slowly around them and run, or would you walk towards
them and try to cuddle them? I ran. This is called unsupervised learning.

AI needs to make the best decision on a new situation. It can be split into supervised
and unsupervised learning. Supervised learning is dealing with a known situation4
and unsupervised is dealing with a completely new situation. The challenge is
the same as for human beings; how to recognize a situation as already known or
completely new and then deal with it.
More automation is being used by hackers against people, companies and states.
More data is being generated by potential enemies of states. These are driving
the need for more automation in security. Automation already covers supervised
learning in security. The trend is towards automated unsupervised learning in
security solutions, for example5, AI for data security and self-evaluating applications.

Security threats

Think of any computer system as a black box. The only way to achieve a security
breach into this black box is via its external interface. Examples of interface are
user interface, a network interface or a USB connection.
It is possible to breach the software behind a user interface by interacting with it in
an unexpected way. An USB stick that contains a malware program can quickly infect
a computer if this program is executed. It is possible to breach the operating system
or an application and its data by abusing the weaknesses in the network protocol.
Security risk mitigation is based around know vulnerabilities and known threats.
An AI supervised learning solution can address these. Unknown threats can
only be identified after they have occurred or by a sophisticated unsupervised
learning approach.

Unknown threats require
more sophisticated
unsupervised learning in
computer systems,
supported by more
sophisticated analytical
and decision skills in
human beings.

How can AI protect against known and unknown
security threats?

Supervised learning is like training sniffer dogs to recognize explosives or drugs.
The data set is known and can be labelled. If the same data set is recognized in
a real-world situation it can be categorized under the same label and dealt with
in a predictable, repeatable way. Unsupervised learning is when the, typically
unstructured, data cannot be categorized.
Supervised learning algorithms are easier to program because they require two
things: an initial data set for comparison and a mechanism for reading in external
data of the same type and comparing it against the initial data set. An example
is an Iconscan machine6 for recognizing explosives and drugs. Dogs become
redundant but human beings are required for the follow-on procedural actions.
In an equivalent way, it is possible to build an automated security solution, close
to AI supervised learning, against the top ten OWASP7 (web-enabled and mobile)
known security threats.
AI software, with unsupervised learning, must make sense of unstructured data8
by extraction, analysis, clustering, labelling, classifying, creating relationships and,
for security, identifying security levels and attacks.

ENIAC, completed in 1946, is considered by many to be the first fully functional digital computer.
Smaller, faster hardware, more memory and faster communication between computers. A smaller size allowed computers to be cheaper.
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Technology that is becoming popular and accepted in the market and industry.
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One that has already been experienced.
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https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/321539
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https://www.smithsdetection.com/products/ionscan-600/
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Open Web Application Security Project
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Examples are images, audio, videos, e-mails, spreadsheets, documents. All could be related.
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https://hbr.org/1988/03/planning-as-learning
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Security_information_and_event_management
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Predicting future attacks is not possible but, following the
scenario approach of Shell9, if you know how your system
communicates to its outside world and the data it processes
you can build security solutions that protect against previously
unforeseen attacks. If we are not quite sure what they might
be (like a zero-day attack) we can build unsupervised learning
AI solutions.
Any security threat that occurs must be dealt with as soon
as possible. Therefore, supervised learning solutions have an
advantage over the unsupervised ones, because comparison
against the known is easier and quicker than identifying a new
occurrence as a threat.
SIEM10s and other security solutions and tools, such as those
used by penetration testers, can help against known threats.
An example is where a SIEM can recognize a threat against a
vulnerability in an operating system and automatically install
the required patch. The challenge is to protect against unknown
threats.
Known threats can be dealt with by supervised learning in
computer systems and a procedural support by people. Unknown
threats require more sophisticated unsupervised learning in
computer systems supported by more sophisticated analytical
and decision skills in human beings. These unknown threats
become known threats over time and therefore can be moved
into the responsibility of a supervised learning solution.

How will governments be affected by
these trends?

We have a trend towards more automated attacks against IT
solutions. These attacks can be initiated by individuals or so-called
enemy states. Security must become more sophisticated when
the attacks are becoming more sophisticated. Following the
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behavior of attackers can only be reactive and therefore damage
from a new type of attack will be experienced at least once.
Therefore, the mind-set must move from reactive to proactive
prevention to stop the damage from a first attack.
Private corporations and government sectors will require similar
AI security solutions for their IT systems, but governments need
something extra. Governments must proactively pre-empt
against terrorism, espionage, extremism and weapons of mass
destruction. One requirement is AI unsupervised learning on a
large amount of unstructured data.

What are the AI security opportunities
for IT personnel?

Advances in computer systems have taken away repetitive tasks
from people but have also created new kinds of jobs. Computers
have enabled more to be achieved at a faster rate and be less
error prone. This has allowed people to have more interesting,
analytical work and be free to use their imagination. Historically,
repetitive tasks have become more sophisticated freeing people
to focus on other things. The security world is no different.
Supervised AI can make decisions on known situations for people
when configured to do so. Unsupervised AI needs sophisticated
analysis by people for making final decisions. More sophisticated
automated AI in security requires highly skilled people. As AI
becomes more sophisticated the humans using it will have to
become more sophisticated.
A trend towards more sophisticated AI software to process more
data is happening on both the hacking and security side of the
protection fence11. We cannot stop the demand for knowledge
specialists who are supported by sophisticated AI software. More
sophisticated attacks need to be stopped by more sophisticated
software and better educated people.

The current security roles will remain the same, although there is a definite
push to use more automated security solutions and a knowledge and
experience of an analysis of their result is required.
A role of security tester knowing the full product lifecycle will become more
important. It requires comprehensive knowledge and experience of security
vulnerabilities, threats and mitigations in software development, business
and IT protocols and networking in both legacy and a cloud solution, virtual
machine space. An initial objective is to optimize the area of supervised
learning offered by security and security AI tools.

Conclusions and recommendations

The challenge is therefore for governments and companies to be aware that
the security of their IT systems must be continually and quickly improved to
react against any increase in attacks by known threats and minimize risks of
attacks from unknown threats. Both governments and the private sector
must be protected against security threats that will abuse or destroy their
data. Governments must also protect themselves and their citizens against
terrorist attacks and attacks from foreign governments.
Security is not only about protecting companies, countries and citizens. Just
as companies must achieve a balance between working together and yet
computing with other companies, countries must protect their citizens and
work together with other countries and still compete with them to remain
strong, affluent and safe in the future.
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We must be prepared to continually adapt to remain strong, affluent and safe
in our future when we have a future in which China becomes economically
stronger and both the United States and Asia are economically stronger than
Europe. This balance can be supported by a more sophisticated, proactive
AI security. This means moving from reactive defense to proactively finding
out what attackers are doing and stopping them before they have attacked.
We have detection and prevention defense12 at our targeted systems and
websites that monitor worldwide attacks13 in real time. Successfully moving
to a mode of attacking the hackers at their source cannot be achieved by
one person or establishment alone.
This means that academia and both public and private sectors must work
and research14 closely together in the unsupervised learning area of AI in
security to be one step ahead of both lone and state-sponsored hackers.
The first step is to invite all key stakeholders to a national conference. The
objective will be to agree on what we need to do so stop hackers at their
source, where we are now in achieving this, followed by a joint plan of action
to fill the necessary gaps.

As advertised by the academic world and companies explaining their
research, products and product developments.
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For example, an Intrusion Prevention System in a company’s network.
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Real time cyber-attacks are monitored by various companies, for example,
https://geekflare.com/real-time-cyber-attacks/.
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Volkskrant article 70-30-?, 2-2-2019.
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